RE Tender Notice

Sealed tenders are invited for the supply of DIGITAL SLR CAMERA and VIDEO CAMERA with the under mentioned specifications.

SPECIFICATION OF DIGITAL SLR CAMERA

1) Camera – Digital SLR (Single Lens Reflector) Camera body.

   Screen Size – 3 inch or above
   Display Type – LCD
   Supported Image Type – RAW, JPEG
   Image Stabilization – Yes
   Resolution – 24.2 Mega pixels
   Touch Screen – Yes
   Aperture – f/3.5 – 5.6

2) Lens

   18 – 135 mm, or
   70 – 300 mm and 18 – 55 mm

3) Memory Card – 32 GB

4) Lens hood

5) Carry Case
SPECIFICATION OF VIDEO CAMERA

1) Camcorder with broadcast quality 4K HDR, 1"Exmor RS CMOS sensor, Fast Hybrid AF and 3G-SDI 12X Optical Zoom, Built-in Microphone Omnidirectional stereo electret condenser microphone.

2) Manfrotto Tripod- Aluminium with video/Fluid Head; mid level – fixed arm length Spreader; Minimum height-67.5cm & Maximum height-154cm; Safety Payload Weight-5kg

3) Additional Battery Pack

4) 64GB SD Card for continuous shooting with DSLR, or 4K video (XAVCS) recording

5) Sennheiser Wireless Lapel Mic-Camera Mount with Carry case

Sealed tenders along with warranty details, AMC/Service condition for the approximate life of above said items, should reach the undersigned on the dates & time noted below.

The envelopes containing the tender should bear the superscription “Sealed Tender for the supply of DIGITAL SLR CAMERA and VIDEO CAMERA” and should be addressed to the Executive Director, Kudumbashree State Mission, Trida Building, Medical College P.O, Thiruvananthapuram-695011. Last date of receipt of tenders will be 09.10.2018 at 3.00 P.M. Late tenders will not be accepted. The Tenders will be opened at Kudumbashree State Mission Office at 3.30 P.M on 09.10.2018 in the presence of such tenderees or their authorized representatives who may be present at that time.
Tender form is attached herewith. Tender should be accompanied by Crossed DD of Rs.3000/- being the EMD. Crossed DD may be taken in favour of Executive Director, State Poverty Eradication Mission, Trivandrum and payable at Trivandrum. Tenders without EMD will not be accepted. Cost of tender form –Rs.600/-+GST. Executive Director will have the authority to abolish the tendering process at any stage without prior intimation or showing any reason.
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